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 Enjoy bringing these simple but beautiful images to life! This coloring publication is ideal for
anyone who actually needs to destress, unwind, and just be present.Rest with this huge print
color by quantity book for adults. Stress free coloring Gorgeous flower & butterfly Images A color
by number simply for adults! Printed on solitary side webpages Easy color guidebook on
opposite web page Color test page Coloring tips page Bonus images from additional coloring
books Totally comforting! The stress of choosing colors is over.
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Pretty color by number Variety of images. Recommend Awesome gift for older adults get rid of
stress helped me to relive pressure Except that this is a color by number book so the work of
selecting colors is done for you. Theme is garden type images, a lot of butterflies and some
dragonflies and of course flowers. Flowers and birds It was ok, mom liked the book Love it! Can't
Display Finished Pictures First of all, I'd not recommend this reserve to anyone who's looking to
display their finished work. General, I am delighted! The pages are also very thin and curl if you
work with marker. The reason why I gave the reserve three stars instead of two is the variety of
pictures and the price. You . You definitely get what you purchase with the inexpensive paper
and also the execution is certainly sloppy as a lot of areas in the picture aren't numbered. These
are larger print books and simpler design. If it cost a lot more than $6 I would have trained with
two stars. Wish they had more colors, though, and more photos.. These are larger printing books
and simpler design. You might teach younger children the colour associated with lots. I loved the
artist/style a whole lot. Really like how big is the squares/circles to color and the colour chart.
Three Stars pretty good for coloring Five Stars Very pleased Thumbs up! Love the bright colours
they suggest, brings the webpages alive.. The pages are not perforated and the figures are
therefore dark they present through every color except black. Easier than your average adult
coloring reserve, put still detailed enough to be mildly challenging.
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